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Stability puzzles in phagel
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In the absence of RecA-mediated cleavage of the repressor, thel prophage is exceptionally stable. We
develop a stochastic model that predicts the stability of such epigenetic states from affinities of the molecular
components. We find that the stability, in particular, depends on the maximum possible cI protein production,
and on the number of translated cro proteins per transcribed mRNA. We apply the model to the behavior of
recently published mutants ofOR and find, in particular, that a mutant that overexpress cro behaves in a
different way than what was predicted, thus suggesting that the current view of theOR switch is incomplete.
The approach described here should be generally applicable to the stability of expressed states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lysogeny maintenance switch in phagel can be
viewed as one of the simplest examples of the molec
level of computation, command, and control in a living sy
tem. If, following infection of the bacteriumEscherichia
coli, the virus enters the lysogenic pathway, it represses
developmental functions, in response to a small set of s
sory inputs, and integrates its DNA into the host chrom
some. In this state the prophage may be passively replic
for many generations ofE. coli.

Established lysogeny is maintained by the protein
which blocks operatorsOR and OL on the l DNA, and
thereby prevents transcription of all lytic genes including c
@1#. In lysogeny the cI concentration functions as a senso
the state of the bacterium: if DNA is damaged the prote
activity of RecA is activated, leading to degradation of cI.
low cI concentration allows for transcription of the lyt
genes, starting withcro, the product of which is the protein
cro.

According to the picture so beautifully conveyed b
Ptashne@1#, the l lysogeny maintenance switch is center
around operatorOR, which consists of three binding site
OR1, OR2, and OR3, each of which can be occupied b
either a cro dimer or a cI dimer. As illustrated in Fig. 1 the
three binding sites control the activity of two promotersPRM
and PR for respectively, cI andcro transcription. Transcrip-
tion of cro starts atPR, which partly overlapsOR1 andOR2.
Transcription of cI starts atPRM , which partly overlapsOR2
andOR3. The affinity of RNA polymerase for the two pro
moters, and subsequent production of the two proteins,
pends on the pattern of cro and cI bound to the three oper
sites and thereby establishes lysogeny with 180–350 cI m
ecules per bacterium@2#. If, however, cI concentration be
comes sufficiently low, the increased production of c
throws the switch to lysis.

There does not seem to be a quantitative theoretical
derstanding of how stable the lysogenic state is to spont
ous switching. We will demonstrate that the large stabi
observed experimentally puts constraints on the mechan
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of the switch, constraints that we explore in a quantitat
model. We will show that in order to span the time sca
from single molecule on-off binding times of order about
s, to the stability of order 1012 s, a simple model, where
lysis occurs every time cro is transcribed, is inadequate.
the basis of the transition state theory for lysogeny main
nance@3# we here elaborate a dynamical model that tak
into account all known mechanisms ofOR. This allow us to
discuss key elements in the stability maintenance, and
falsify whether the currently known molecular mechanis
are adequate. We will see that the recently reported rob
ness of the switch against mutational changes of the op
tors @4# suggests that an additional mechanism of stabi
must be present.

II. EXPERIMENTS ON LYSOGEN STABILITY

Repression of bacteriophagel can be eliminated either by
cleavage of the repressor by the RecA protease~reviewed by
@5#! or by the absence of repressor at the operators.
frequency of spontaneous induction in strains deleted for
recA gene has recently been reported. Rozanovet al. @6#
found the frequency of infectious centers to be 1.131027.
Little et al. @4# measured the ratio of the released phage
lysogen and the burst size. They estimate the frequenc
one cell to switch to the lytic state to be 431027 per gen-

FIG. 1. Right operator complex,OR , consisting of the three
operatorsOR1, OR2, andOR3. cI is transcribed whenOR3 is free
andOR2 is occupied by cI. cro is transcribed when bothOR2 and
OR1 are free.
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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eration, assuming the switch occurred 1 h before lysis. Little
et al. verified that the lysogens contained only a sing
prophage by polymeraze chain reaction~PCR!. Reference@6#
does not report testing the number of prophages in
lysogens they used. We repeated these measurements
single lysogens@7# of MG1655 @8# containing the del~srl-
recA!306::Tn10 allele@9#. We measured the frequency o
switching to the lytic state by measuring the appearance
turbid plaques in a limiting dilution experiment at 37° in Y
broth @10#. We find lysed cells to appear with frequenci
between 1.0 and 1.831028, which, if we include the same
correction factor as@4# to account for the increase in ce
numbers during the period of phage development, implie
rate in the range of 3.531028 and 6.031028 per generation
and cell. Thus, all three sets of measurements fall withi
factor of 10, in spite of the use of different strain bac
grounds.

Recent results of Little~Ref. @42#! show that at 37 °C
about 99% of the turbid plaques are not wild type, but
stead a marginally stable PRM240 mutant. As a consequenc
Little estimates that wild-typel phages insideE. coli cells
grown on nutrient rich medium have a frequency of spon
neous lysis that does not exceed 231029 per generation and
cell.

III. ELEMENTS OF A MODEL

The considerations in this section are in part closely si
lar to the model of Refs.@11,12#. The main difference is tha
our interest is in longer time scales, and in the stability of
switch against spontaneous stochastic fluctuations. We
therefore, begin with a discussion of characteristic ti
scales, then discuss the chemistry, production, and de
The stochastic element is included in a definite model,
the following section.

A. Time scales

The measured half-lives of cI and cro dissociation fro
OR1 at 22 °C are, respectively, 34 s for cI@13#, and varies
from 1200 s for cro@14# dissociation fromOR alone down to
20 s @15# from OR flanked by 1 kb ofl-DNA. At equilib-
rium dissociation balances association, and thus the tim
takes a cI or cro dimer to bind to the operator is

t15to f fV@1M #exp~DG/RT!, ~1!

whereDG are the free energies of binding, which for cI an
cro are tabulated in the reference by Darlinget al. @16# and
RT50.617 kcal/mol. Assuming a bacterial volume ofV
52310215 l @17# we haveV@1M #5123108, and can then
estimate the association rates of single molecules upto or
of tens of seconds, for both cI and cro. This is compati
with diffusion-limited association into a region of sizeL
55 nm, at a rate determined by the Smoluchowski equa
@18#: t15V/(4pDL), assuming a diffusion constantD
;5 mm2/s, similar to that of other proteins in bacterial c
toplasma@19#. The association rate fromN molecules is pro-
portional toN, and thus for a bacterium with more than te
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molecules of either cI or cro, association events will occur
a frequency of fractions of a second.

The shortest time scale in which we are actually interes
is that which it takes for a switching event to take place. T
cannot be much less than those of significant changes i
and cro concentrations, which are of order one bacterial g
eration, 34 min in the strains used in@4#. Hence, all binding-
unbinding events of cro and cI can be assumed to take p
in homeostatic equilibrium. In addition, we need to chara
terize RNA polymerase~RNAp! binding and initiation of
transcription from promotor sitesPRM andPR. As discussed
below ~see Sec. III C!, these events also have to occur
time scales much shorter than one bacterial generation,
can, therefore, be described by their overall rates. We n
that a more detailed description of RNAp action may
necessary to resolve the shorter time scales associated t
lysis-lysogeny entry decision, as discussed in modeling
@20,21#.

B. Chemistry

We assume that cI and cro molecules in the cell are
homeostatic equilibrium. This does not mean that there
always the same number of cI dimers bound to the opera
at any particular time. These numbers are fluctuating, and
equilibrium assumption gives the size of these fluctuatio
The key inputs are cI and cro dimerization constants and
Gibbs free energies for their bindings to the three opera
sitesOR1, OR2, andOR3, for which we here use the lates
available experimental values, Table 4 in Darlinget al. @16#.
We also assume an affinity of RNAp binding o
211.5 kcal/mol toPR and of212.5 kcal/mol toPRM @11#.
SincePR overlaps withOR3, and shuts out cI and cro to bin
there if present, this means that, for our purposes, RN
binds toOR3 with affinity 211.5 kcal/mol. Similarly, when
bound toPRM , which overlaps withOR1 andOR2, RNAp
can be thought to bind to these two operator sites toget
with affinity 212.5 kcal/mol. We assume a RNAp conce
tration in the cell of 30 nM.

We remark that these free energies are taken fromin vitro
studies, and that thein vivo conditions could be different
e.g., the measured protein-DNA affinities could depend s
sitively on the ions present in the buffer solutions. On t
other hand,in vivo the effects of such changes should
compensated for, as, e.g., changed KCl concentrations ar
putrescine and other ions and crowding effects@22#. The data
quoted in@16# was obtained at a KCl concentration of 20
mM, which most closely resemblesin vivo conditions. Pa-
rameter sensitivity is analyzed separately below.

Following @16# we encode a states of cI and/or cro bound
to OR by three numbers (i , j ,k) referring, respectively, to
OR3, OR2, andOR1. The coding is 0 if the correspondin
site is free, 1 if the site is occupied by a cI dimer, 2 if the s
is occupied by a cro dimer, and 3 if the site is occupied
RNAp. As described above, RNAp can be considered to
fectively bind toOR3, or to OR1 andOR2 together. At this
point we would like to stress that although RNAp occasio
ally initiates transcription when bound toPR or PRM , thede
facto rates in a lysogen are sufficiently low to allow us
make an equilibrium ansatz. In Appendix A we discuss h
to self-consistently include the nonequilibrium occupation
4-2
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STABILITY PUZZLES IN PHAGE l PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051914
operators when RNAp is initiating transcription at a rate s
nificantly higher than the rate at which it spontaneou
leaves DNA.

The probability of a states at OR, with i s cI, j s cro
dimers andks RNAp molecules bound, is in the grand c
nonical approach of Shea and Ackers@11#

ProbR~s!5N 21@cI# i s@cro# j s@RNAp#kse2G(s)/RT. ~2!

The normalization constantN 21 is determined by summing
over s. The free dimer concentrations (@cI# and @cro#) are
equal to the numbers of free dimers (nD) per volume. The
free dimer number of cI is given by

2nD5N2nM22NchrnU22Nl

3S (s
i sProbR~s!1(

s8
i s8ProbL~s8!D , ~3!

where ProbL is the analog of ProbR for operator siteOL , to
which both cI and cro can also bind,N is the total number of
cI, nU the number of cI dimers bound nonspecifically to t
DNA of one bacterial chromosome,nM the number of free cI
monomers, andNl andNchr the average number of copie
present of thel genome and of the fullE. coli chromosome.
The numbersnM andnU are in the homeostatic equilibrium
ansatz given bynD , bacterial volume, and equilibrium in th
dimerization and DNA association reactions. The free
dimer number is obtained from a formula similar to Eq.~3!,
but with weightsj (s) of Eq. ~2! substituted fori (s).

In this paper we takeNl andNchr both equal to 3@17#. In
our analysis we estimate that cI binds nonspecifically b
22.0 kcal/(mol bp), and that cro binds nonspecifically b
23.0 kcal/(mol bp). The effect of a stronger putative no
specific cI binding to DNA is analyzed separately in Appe
dix B. Note that we also include occupancy ofOL in order to
account for finite depletion of cI, which has some sign
cance for the fractional binding atOR when the total numbe
of cI molecules is small. Parameters forOL may be taken to
be identical toOR eventually with theDDG changes mea
sured by@23,24#.

In Fig. 2~a! we showP(0,3,3)1P(1,3,3)1P(2,3,3) as
function of NcI at NCro50. We remark that Fig. 2~a! corre-
sponds to the scaling ofPR promoter strength in the in vitro
experiment of@25#.

C. Production

cI and cro are produced from mRNA transcripts of cI a
cro, which are initiated from promotor sitesPRM and PR.
The rate of initiation of transcription fromPRM when stimu-
lated by cI bound toOR2 is denotedRRM , and when not
stimulatedRRM

u . The number of cI molecules produced p
transcript isScI , and overall expected rate of production of
is

RcI5RRMScI@P~310!1P~311!1P~312!#1RRM
u ScI@P~300!

1P~301!1P~302!1P~320!1P~321!1P~322!

1P~333!#. ~4!
05191
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For the relative values of the coefficients,@25# reportRRM
u to

be equal toRRM/11.
The above equations can be used to estimatein vivo non-

specific bindings by fitting the overall activity profile forOR
complexes with reported genes. Thus cro unspecific bind
can be found by fitting data onPR activity as a function of
cro concentration in anE. coli where there is no cI. Such dat
have been reported by Reinitz and Vaisnys@26#, with refer-
ence to Pakulaet al. @27#, and demonstrate that about 30
nM of cro inside a cell leads to half-suppression ofPR. This
we can reproduce in the model with a23.0 kcal/(mol bp)
nonspecific cro binding. Similarly, a cI nonspecific bindin
of 22.0 kcal/(mol bp) is the minimal strength of nonsp
cific binding that is compatible with Johnsonet al. @28# data
on PRM activity as a function of cI concentration in the ce
For weaker nonspecific binding the decrease ofPRM activity
at high cI concentration is incompatible with data.

The absolutein vivo values ofRR and RRM are inferred
from data. We discuss how we determine these below.

FIG. 2. ~a! Probability of open cro promoter,P(033)5P(033)
1P(133)1P(233), as a function of cI number in anE.coli cell of
volume 2 mm3. The dashed lines markedOR1OR2OR1 and
OR3OR2OR3 show repression for the twoOR mutants investigated
by Little ~Ref. @4#!; ~b! activity of PRM in units of activity when
OR3 is free andOR2 is occupied by cI. Same notation as in~a!. For
relative activity of nonstimulatedPRM promoter we use the data o
@25#.
4-3
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cording to Shean and Gottesman@29# the number of cI mol-
ecules produced from one transcript of cI is a factor 20–
smaller compared to lacZ. ThusScI is small, between 1 and
5, and we takeScI to be 1.

As there are about 180–350 cI in a lysogenic cell, and
each transcription only results in a small number of cI m
ecules, transcription has to be initiated fromPRM many times
per generation in lysogeny. We can, therefore, safely ass
that the time scales for RNA polymerase to find the opera
sites is short. Figure 2~b! shows average cI production a
cording to Eq.~4! as a function of the cI number in the ce
at constant, volume. The small gap in cI number before
activation of PRM at low cI in Fig. 2~b! originates in part
from finite system filling ofOR and OL . We note that the
overall behavior resembles thein vitro measurements of@25#.

The rate of initiation of transcription from promoterPR is
denotedRR and the number of cro molecules per transcr
Scro. From@30# one can estimateScro to be 51% of ideal lacZ
and@31# thus allow a lower estimate ofScro to be 20. Thus, in
contrast to the many small production events of cI, cro p
duction is intermittent. The ratio ofRR to RRM has been
reported to be between 1.3 and 20@25# In practice, we de-
termineRRM by balancing cI production and decay, as d
cussed below, and mostly treatRR as a free parameter. W
end this part by stressing thatRR, RRM , and RRM

u param-
etrize the total production rates from all copies ofl-DNA in
the cell. The real rates of transcription perOR complex will
generally be smaller, e.g., about a factorNl;3 smaller at
high growth rates.

D. Decay

Concentrations decay due to dilution and degradation.
cI we only take into account dilution from cell growth an
division, while for cro we include, in addition, anin vivo
half-life time tcro of about 2600 sec at 37°@27#, which is
significant compared to, e.g., generation time of 34 min
the experiments of@4#.

E. The steady state

Balance between production and decay of cI over o
generation, where production is given by Eq.~4! and decay
by NcI /t l i f e , gives one equation for the parameterRRM , if
the total numbers of cI and cro in lysogeny are assumed t
known. Figure 2~b! displays the steady state as the inters
tion between the linear dilution and thePRM activity curve,
having, in this case, about 300 cI and no cro molecules in
system.

The average number of cro molecules in lysogens has
been measured, but in the models considered here this n
ber is not zero. Equation~5! gives the average rate of cr
production. If we assume thatRR is not very different from
RRM , we find the rate of cro transcription in lysogeny to
once per five to ten generations. This production is balan
by cro decay to give an average number of cro. Hence,
balance of only cI production and decay does not comple
determineRRM , since the probabilities depend paramet
cally on the cro concentrations, which in turn depend onRR.
05191
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However, the implied dependence ofRRM on RR is not very
pronounced. In the model presented below we fitRRM and
RR to data, where the value of 0.14 forRRM is not very
sensitive to changes in model assumptions.

IV. THE MODEL

The basic time scale in our model is one bacterial gene
tion, where we resolve shorter times around cro transcrip
events when necessary. A simulation goes as follows. E
bacterial generation starts withNcI total number of cI, and
Ncro total number of cro. From these one computes by
~2! the occupation probabilitiesPs of the statess of cI and
cro dimers bound toOR, and from these the average cI an
cro production ratesf cI and f cro. The first is computed by
Eq. ~4!, and the second by the overall cro rate

Rcro5ScroRR~P0331P1331P233!, ~5!

cI production is assumed continuous, sinceScI is about 1. cro
production is on the other hand treated as a discrete even
each generation the bacterial volumeV is assumed to start a
Vstart5

2
3 Vave , and then to grow linearly until it has

doubled.Vave52310215 l is the average volume over on
generation. The growth of bacterial DNA is treated similar
with an average of three copies of bacterial DNA (;15
3106 bp per cell!.

~1! The ratesf cI and f cro are computed with the curren
values ofNcI , Ncro and V. cro transcription events are as
sumed Poisson distributed with mean waiting timeScro/ f cro.
A random timet r is drawn from this distribution. If this time
is less than the remaining time of the current bacterial g
eration, one cro transcription will occur, and we continue
simulation under point~2b! below. Else, no more cro tran
scription will take place in this generation, and we contin
under~2a!.

~2a! The time since beginning of the generation, or sin
last cro transcription in the generation, ist. We update cI
numbers by the expected number produced in the inte
t, f cIt, plus j, a random number drawn from a Gaussi
distribution with zero mean and variancef cIt. We update cro
number by removing each cro molecule with a probabil
p5p(t)522t/tcro, and then proceed to cell division unde
point ~3! below.

~2b! We update cI number and degrade cro number
above,~2a!, but under timet r . The number of cro molecule
produced from this cro transcription is a random varia
drawn from a Poisson distribution of meanScro, and is added
to the remaining cro. We now return back to point~1! above
for the remaining time of the current generation.

~3! This is the stage of cell division. The volume of
daughter cell is restarted atVstart , and will contain each cI
and cro molecule of the mother cell with probability on
half. If cI number has shrunk below a threshold, a switch
the lytic pathway has occurred, and we leave the loop. O
erwise we return to~1! with the new values of cI and cro.

The expected number of generations before lysis is ca
lated by an average over at least ten independent trajecto
The value of the threshold in cI number is not importa
4-4
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STABILITY PUZZLES IN PHAGE l PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051914
provided it is chosen sufficiently low. In the model presen
here, lysis practically always follows ifNcI goes below 20.

V. RESULTS

A. Standard parameter behavior

The two parametersRRM andRR have been adjusted suc
that the average number of cI molecules in lysogeny is 3
and the mean rate of spontaneous lysis is 231029 genera-
tions.RR can alternatively be estimated by adjusting the d
sity of cro in the anti-immune state measured by Reinitz a
Vaisnys@26#, suggesting thatRR is about 0.2 s21. However,
this value then predicts a wild-type stability with a too hig
lysis frequency of about 0.01 per generation, which rec
the findings of@26# of a completely unstable switch whe
fitting anti-immune cro levels. Note that the anti-immu
state is an artificially constructed state of defect phage wh
lysis is prevented, and a lysislike state is maintained b
high cro number and a low cI number in the cell.

Fine adjustingRR from the value as discussed amounts
a minimal parametrization of additional unknown levels

FIG. 3. Time course of the last few hundreds of generati
before lysis in two simulations with the same high value of aver
cro production: i.e.,RRScro54 s1 in both cases. The upper figur
~a! refers to a situation whereScro520, the lower~b! to a case
whereScro54 and thus represents a situation where cro produc
is steady. Thus for given average production, a main source
instability is therefore the ‘‘burstiness’’ of the protein production
05191
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repression ofPR, not included in the above standard para
etrization. The other parameter values are discussed abo
Sec. III. The values thus obtained areRRM50.14 sec21 and
RR50.025 sec21. The ratio between these two rates
hence smaller than the limits set by@25#. We stress that any
estimate onRR based on lysis frequency is very uncertain,
RR act in concordance with binding of cro toOR3: a 1 kcal/
mol change inDG(2, . . . ) can offset a tenfold change in
RR.

For illustrative purpose we show in Fig. 3 a typical sim
lation with RR equal to 0.2. The numbers of cI and cro flu
tuate for a long time around the metastable lysogenic stat
particularly large fluctuation~of both cI and cro! then builds
up over a few generations, leading to lysis. This kind
switching event is similar to the escape over an activat
barrier as in the well-known diffusion model of chemic
reactions. Thus, spontaneous lysis is the result of a num
of rare events happening in a given short time interval
each event has probabilityp,1, and lysis depends onn
events, the resulting frequency of lysis is;pn. This fre-
quency is, therefore, very sensitive top, which means to the
parameters in the model.

In Fig. 3~b! we show another simulation, with same ave
age cro production as in Fig. 3~a!, i.e., Scro3RR54 s21 is
kept fixed, but where number of cro per transcript chang
from 20 to 4. One observes less fluctuations in lysogen,
a much stabilized lysogen, corresponding to the mu
smaller probability of building up many unlikely even
within a short time interval.

In Fig. 4 we explore the activation barrier picture in
more detailed way by computing the probability that the s
tem over time visits various values ofNcI and Ncro. The
distribution has a maximum around the lysogenic state, a
should. From there to the origin, along theNcI axis, the prob-
ability becomes almost vanishingly small, which reflects t
fact that a fluctuation of cI alone, without cro, cannot indu
lysis. The switch instead happens along a ridge in
(NcI ,Ncro) plane, where probability does not go down
quickly.

B. Parameter sensitivity

A main objective to build a model for stability is to ad
dress the quantities that determines the stability. As we h

s
e

n
of

FIG. 4. Probability to be at various values of cI and cro numb
in the cell during lysogeny. Please notice the extended distribu
at low cI corresponding to the rare fluctuations that leads to lys
4-5
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AURELL, BROWN, JOHANSON, AND SNEPPEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051914
already discussed, stability is governed by near simultane
occurrences of many rare events. Consequently, the stab
will be very sensitive to the probability of these even
which in turn depend sensitively on parameters, in particu
of the parameters describing cro production in the cell.
now examine parameter sensitivity, i.e., lysis frequency a
function of production rates and binding affinities. The le
uncertain combination is the productScIRRM , which is de-
termined, to good accuracy, by the number of cI in lysoge
known to be between 180 and 350 for growth in a rich m
dium. The individual terms in this product are less w
known, but only influence the dynamics through the relat
amplitude of the noise in cI production, which will be pro
portional to the square root ofScI , all else equal. This un
certainty is much less than what stems from cro, as we
scribe next, and will therefore be ignored.

By simulations we find that the key uncertain quant
that determines stability is total cro affinity forOR3.
Changes in cro affinities toOR1 andOR2 do not influence
the stability significantly. cro affinity forOR3 can be
changed either directly, by changing the value of cro nons
cific DNA binding, or by changing the amount of cro pro
duced and degraded in the cell. The production is contro
by RR and by cI repression ofPR. Varying RR amounts to a
simplistic scan of effects due to variation of cI repression d
to effects not explicitly taken into account. In Table I w
show the dependence of stability withRR.

cI influences the stability of a lysogen by binding toOR1
and OR2, which determines the fraction of time for whic
PR is open, see Fig. 1. Increasing for instance binding
these sites by 0.5 kcal/mol means that the probability ofPR
activation is reduced by a factor 5. cI also indirectly infl
ences the stability of a lysogen through the binding toOR3,
which determines the fraction of time for whichPRM is open.
To balance decay through dilution at given total number
cI, such a change must be compensated by an increase i
productRRMScI . Further, if one takes the measured stabil

TABLE I. Switching stabilities and cI and cro numbers as fun
tions of model parameters for wild type and the Little mutants.
observe that the 323 mutants fail to stabilize unlessRR is decreased
by a factor 30. nd means not determined.

OR RR Scro cI cro Lysis frequency
type (s21) number ~s! number (generations)21

321 1.00 4 270 7 6.331025

321 0.20 20 234 20 0.01
321 0.10 20 275 7 6.631024

321 0.05 20 280 2 3.331026

321 0.03 20 287 1 1.431028

321 0.025 20 291 1 1.431029

121 0.10 20 nd nd ,0.06
121 0.05 20 64 56 ,231024

323 0.10 20 nd nd .0.1
323 0.01 20 nd nd .0.1
323 0.001 20 171 7 531023

323 0.0005 20 205 3 431025
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for granted, any increase in specific cI can be compens
for by a corresponding increase inRR.

The conclusion so far is that with present parameter
formation,RR needs to be rather small to be compatible w
observed rate of spontaneous lysis in recA-E. coli strains.
This indicates that there are additional levels of repressio
PR. Allowing adjustment of absolute level of PR we no
examine the switch mechanisms by comparing mutants.

C. The Little mutants

In Table I we show the mean rate of switching in varian
of the model corresponding to the recently report
lysogenic state inl mutants, where either operatorOR1 is
replaced by a copy ofOR3, or vice versa Littleet al. @4#.
Thus, while wild-type~321! has anOR site made up of
OR3OR2OR1, the mutant labeled mutant 121 ha
OR1OR2OR1 at OR, and mutant 323 hasOR3OR2OR3.
From the table we see that the mutant 121 is well fitted
the model, both with regard to the cI level in lysogen and
stability, i.e., Ref.@4# reported a cI level of 25–30 % of wild
type, and a stability of 331026. However, we find it impos-
sible to reproduce simultaneously the measured stability
wild-type recA lysogens and the existence of stable lysog
in the mutant 323. For 323 the cause of decreased stabili
demonstrated in Fig. 2~a!, which shows thatPR is activated
much more than in wild type. For 121, on the other hand,
changed stability is associated to a much lower cI leve
lysogens, as demonstrated in Fig. 2~b!. Thus the two mutants
demonstrate two mechanisms of destabilization, one thro
enhanced cro, the other through depleted cI. The prime
son is that the current molecular mechanisms fail to rep
duce the effect of increased cro in the cell.

When adjustingRR down by a factor 30 we can obtai
stable lysogens for 323. This parameter change allows u
analyze what lysogens in the 323 mutant would look like,
in the last rows of the table. We see that the number of cI
323 is 70% of wild type~WT!. Thus cI levels for both WT
and 323 are compatible with the cI levels reported by@4#,
indicating that the promoterPRM is not changed by thes
mutations. This is consistent with the conventional view th
promoted activity is controlled by the respective210 and
235 regions, which are unaffected by mutations@4#. Note
that for low cro the cI levels in the mutants can also be fou
by balancing the production and decay of cI only, as in F
2~b!. In further qualitative agreement with experiment w
observe that in spite of having less cI, the 121 mutan
markedly stabler than 323. This is mainly caused by a lar
probability for openPR in 323, as seen from Fig. 2~a!.

Finally we report that the above conclusions remain va
also if cI binds significantly to nonspecific DNA, see Appe
dix: In that case we may simultaneously fit the stability
wild type and 121, but not wild type and 323.

VI. DISCUSSION

The switch to lysis in our model is essentially a first e
time problem@3#, in a system influenced by a combination
deterministic and stochastic forces. A well-known analogy

e
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STABILITY PUZZLES IN PHAGE l PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051914
the thermal escape of a particle from a potential@32,33#, a
model of chemical reactions with activation energies. Th
the rate of escape depends exponentially on the height o
potential barrier, and is therefore very sensitive to sm
changes in the potential. Our case is not exactly in Kram
form, but the analogy is nevertheless illuminating. We a
find that the rate of spontaneous switching depends very
sitively on model parameters. In fact, the negative of
logarithm of the probability from Fig. 4 can be identifie
with the Wentzel-Freidlin quasipotential@34,35#, which plays
the same role in this more general exit time problem as
potential in Kramers’ problem. An analogy to temperature
on the other hand, the noises associated to typical fluc
tions of cI and cro numbers in a lysogen@3#.

The large stability of the lysogenic state of thel puts
constraints on working mechanisms of the switch. First,
have shown that a simple model, where every transcrip
of cro leads to lysis, only provides stability for a few ge
erations. A mechanism must therefore exist that stabilizes
switch against most transcriptions of cro. We have explore
straightforward model, where lysogens are stabilized aga
spontaneous lysis by each cro transcription, which occ
about once per 3–5 bacterial generations. In this way, m
cro transcriptions are necessary for lysis. The probability
this event is essentially the probability of a single cro tra
scription to a high power, implying a very rare spontaneo
breakdown of lysogeny. The need for multiple cro transcr
tions for breakdown of lysogen stability is associated to
following mechanisms.

~i! cro bound to operators is in homeostatic equilibriu
and cI production is therefore possible with cro present.

~ii ! cro is degraded and diluted over time.
~iii ! cro binds also to nonspecific DNA, with significan

affinity. Measured lysogenic stability of wild-type recA-E.
coli can then be reproduced in the model, if one assumesPR
activity that is a factor of about 5–10 lower than the o
measured by@26#, or alternately if one assumes that cro bin
ing to OR3 is between 0.5 and 1 kcal/mol weakerin vivo
than in vitro.

The actual stability depends sensitively on the parame
in the model, and we thus predict a stability that chan
dramatically with changes in, e.g., growth conditions. T
model allows for quantitative examination of mutants,
changing parameters in the model, and we have in this s
investigated theOR mutants reported by@4#. Although the
model can reproduce the ratios of cI numbers in mutant
wild-type lysogens, and of the stabilities of each one of wi
type, 121, and 323 mutants, it fails to reproduce simu
neously the stability of wild type and 323. This all in a
suggests that some additional mechanism outside theOR
complex contributes to the stability. Origins of such a mec
nism could be either an increased repression of cro prod
tion by cI relative to our model, or, conversely, a decrea
repression of cI production by cro. Examples of such mec
nisms are as follows:~i! additional cI transcription directed
from PRE; ~ii ! an unknown interaction between cro and
that allows cro to stabilize lysogens;~iii ! cI mediated binding
betweenOL andOR if that would repressPR in a way that
differs significantly between 323 and wild type;~iv! cro is
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unable to blockPRM completely, even when bound toOR3;
and ~v! the strength ofPR is actually changed in the 32
mutant.

The first mechanism~i! would give a second role toPRE

in repressor maintenance, while mechanism~ii ! was sug-
gested already by@36# based on a study of the hyper immun
~Hyp! phenotype. Also one might imagine that 323 oft
switches to the anti-immune state, but then mostly switc
back. However, if this happens with a frequency of order o
~which it would for WT parameters, see the table!, one
should expect a much lower average cI level in the measu
lysogen, than that found in our model. An argument
mechanism~iii ! is the recent report by Re´vet et al. @37#,
which shows a~at least! fourfold increase in repression ofPR

in a plasmid construction, involving two operator complex
both of which can bind cI dimers, and one of which overla
with PR as in wild-typel-OR. However, as we already trea
RR as a free parameter, and as 323 binds cI weaker that
the overall effect ofOL-OR coupling is likely to destabilize
323 relative to WT. The last possibility~v! is the most con-
servative, as concerns our view of thel switch, but demands
that the activity of promotorPR depends on the exact DNA
sequence at a location, which is usually not thought to
important in determining promoter strengths. Also note t
the promoter strengths ofPRM is not affected by any of the
mutations. In any case, the above mechanisms are, of co
not exclusive, and do not constitute an exhaustive list.

In summary, we have developed a quantitative model
the stability of lysogens. The model builds a direct conn
tion between processes, their affinities, and the resulting
bility. The model allows for quantitative numerical tests
genetic feedback mechanisms and identifies key parame
which determine this stability. In particular we have seen t
the maximum firing rate of derepressedPRM is very impor-
tant for stability. Further we have seen that the multiple co
ies of cro proteins per cro transcript should have a p
nounced effect on stability. Finally we have demonstra
that the model points to possible shortcomings in the st
dard molecular mechanisms assumed to be important for
l-lysogeny maintenance switch. Thus the model sugge
series of experiments, to test, in particular, cro levels in va
ous lysogens, as well fluctuations in cI and cro levels
tween lysogenic cells. Finally, we wish to point out aga
that the model developed here speaks of the stability of d
storage in biocomputing@38#.
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APPENDIX A: NONEQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS
DUE TO RNAP ACTIVATION

Above we have assumed that RNAp binds and unbind
its potential target with equilibrium kinetics. In principle, th
is not entirely true, RNAp may initiate transcription and th
leave the target in a directed way. This is expressed thro
the reaction path

RNAp1O
RNApO→O . . . RNAp, ~A1!

where the last step is transcription initiation with rate co
stantk. Reaction~A1!, of course, takes place at bothPRM
andPR, with rates eitherRRM or RR. The first reaction is an
equilibrium kinetic equation with an on-ratekon ~in
M21 s21) and an off-rateko f f5kon•exp(G/RT) ~in s21).
Setting operator concentration to be@O#51/V we get the
change in RNApO concentration as

d

dt
@RNApO#5kon@RNAp#S 1

V
2@RNApO# D

2ko f f@RNApO#2k@RNAp O# ~A2!

from which steady state condition gives occupancy

@RNApO#5
@RNAp#

11V exp~G8/RT!
~A3!

with a pseudoaffinityG8 given by

exp~G8/RT!5exp~G/RT!1
kV

kon
, ~A4!
A.

,

l.

c
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where the last term is the nonequilibrium mean rate at wh
RNAp clears the promoter and starts transcription, in units
the mean rate at which it arrives to the promotor from so
tion. kon can be estimated from a diffusion-limited reactio
to be about 0.1 s21 per promoter, which is of same order a
RRM andRR in the present study, giving a correction of on
0.1 kcal/mol in G8, compared with for G, which is
211.5 kcal/mol. This is insignificant for the present setu
but would be easy to include, if necessary. For cases w
weaker RNAp-promoter bindings, or stronger transcripti
initiation rates, this effect may be important, and eventua
one may have situations where RNAPp activity is simp
proportional to the probability for having a vacant promo
binding site.

APPENDIX B: CONSEQUENCES OF NONSPECIFIC
cI BINDING

Koblan and Ackers@39,40# report that binding per bas
pair between cI dimers and nonspecific DNA is at le
9 kcal/mol weaker than binding between cI andOR3. This
sets a limit on nonspecific binding to be at mo
23.5 kcal/(mol bp). Here we consider the effects of
23.0 kcal/(mol bp) nonspecific binding between cI dime
and DNA, see also Table I. The 231029 stability of
lysogens with NcI5200 is then obtained withRRM
50.085 s21 and RR50.02 s21. In this stateOR3 is 20%
occupied in lysogeny, in agreement with@41#. When we also
apply these parameters to the 121 and 323 mutants we
that 121 can form stable lysogens@with NcI(121)'40 and
lysis frequency in the range 1023–1025#, whereas 323 fails
to do so. This lack of stability of 323 in the model fails t
reproduce the stability observed by Littleet al. @4#.
o-
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